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Three Components of Risk Management

1. Identify Risk Exposure {s}
2. Determine the probability that Peril will Manifest {p}
3. Assess the Consequences should they manifest {c}

These are easy problems to solve

1. Identify Risk Exposure [s]
2. Determine probability peril will happen [p]
3. Determine the consequences if the peril does happen [c]

R=f(s,p,c)



How do we …
…Know what we know?

…Know what we don’t know?
…Learn what we need to know?

…Produce these facts in human economy?

R=f(s,p,c)

R=f(s,p,c,k)  
k = Engineering Knowledge



“It Takes a Network to Defeat a Network.” 

With that, we [take] the first step toward an 

entirely new conversation.”

— Stanley McChrystal

Global Systemic Risk:
A Networked Adversary



Missing Piece: Must convert from one social structure to 
another social structure.  



The Innovation Bank; An Economic Game 

1. Player 1 makes a claim about {s,p,c}
2. Player 2 validates Player 1’s claim about {s,p,c}
3. A single node with 2 edges is memorialized on Blockchain
4. Players each receive tokens for creating nodes
5. Network graph aggregates all nodes and edges
6. Tokens used to access network for $$$

R=f(s,p,c)

Converts from hierarchical knowledge system to a network knowledge system



Must convert from one social structure to another social 
structure.  



Business Intelligence: 
“This is the information that is 
missing”

Enter AI/ML: R=f(s,p,c,k)

Business Intelligence
“This is where the 
information can be found”

New Economy = connect the dots



Prioritization of risk mitigation strategies



NN architecture for integrating non linear knowledge in risk 
estimation

[SafetyScience_2019] proposed a risk 
assessment approach based on 
machine learning. In particular, a 
deep neural network (DNN) model is 
developed and tested for a drive-off 
scenario involving an Oil & Gas 
drilling rig. Results show reasonable 
accuracy for DNN predictions and 
general suitability to (partially) 
overcome risk assessment 
challenges.

[SafetyScience_2019] Nicola Paltrinieri, Louise Comfort, Genserik Reniers, “Learning about 
risk: Machine learning for risk assessment”, Safety Science, Volume 118, 2019, Pages 475-486



The Innovation Bank Vision
- What are the economic risks if a bridge becomes 

impassable? 
- What expertise is needed to correct the problem?
- Who can help close the knowledge gap ?
- Can you send them notification ?
- What are the risks / cost trade off ?

- Here are the knowledge 
needed to perform the project

- Here are the estimated risks 
and cost

- Would you like me to send 
notification to the proposed 
expert ?

User

Robles, DR, & Layton, BE. "The Innovation Bank: Blockchain Technology and the Decentralization of the Engineering 
Professions." Proceedings of the ASME 2020 https://doi.org/10.1115/IMECE2020-23015 



Conclusion

The economic contribution of engineers is invisible in the pre AI/ML world

Engineers remove risk from complex systems - risk is invisible

Systemic risk is by far the biggest problem in the world

Engineers and scientists need to reorganize away from silos and toward networks

This allows us to be more visible to AI/ML applications

Engineering Professionals and AI/ML can have a symbiotic relationship

The Only Piece Missing is The Innovation Bank. 


